03-30-2016 Meeting Minutes
Present: Odi Mogor, Zachary Rockov, Angela Wu, Kimmy Golisch, Leanne Zabala
Celina Alvarez

Odi: Need to update constitution
  • Angela- Will update constitution in MedCats
  • Odi- Adding documents to the StuGo google drive with a powerpoint template for future presentations at monthly town halls

Odi: Brian is not present, but need him to give a presentation soon about present state of the budget
  • Need to make good use of remainder of money
  • Maybe use funding to provide coffee in the student lounge- vote on later when more people are present

Odi: Interaction with Phoenix StuGo
  • We should have more connection with Phoenix campus
  • Kimmy- So far we’ve had people come to one tailgate, and some came to the global health conference
  • Zach- Is there a platform we can use to set up interactive events?
  • Maybe start out by reaching out to the Phoenix StuGo

Zach: Club posters
  • Ryan Palsma has already agreed to do the photography
  • Just need to create a sign-up sheet for students to get their pictures taken
  • Need to find a new printing solution because last year’s wasn’t great
  • Posters will be out by end of summer

Angela: No newsletter updates, but working on Medcats updates
  • New Medcats format will roll out at the end of the semester

Kimmy: Stugo Events
  • Second Year farewell meal will be on their last day- in April
  • Need to contact Andrea lopez about tree-planting ceremony
  • Remainder of events will be next year

Kimmy: Picking songs for class video
  • Heard from last year that it was too chaotic to involve the entire class in choosing things
  • Option 1: Post on Facebook page and create a poll for song choices (apparently bad things happened last year when the top song choice wasn’t chosen)
  • Option 2: Pick 5 songs for class to choose (maybe not most democratic)
  • Option 3: Pick most of the options and let the class contribute just a few options
  • Odi- Create a video committee, people volunteering from the class- unanimous agreement supporting this idea
  • Also need to plan a lyric-writing meeting
  • Once lyrics are written and planned, need to contact BioCom
  • Want to get at least some of the video filmed in May so it won’t just be people here in Tucson over the summer
• Leanne- Try to include as much of the class as possible

Zach: Second Look
• All of StuGo will attempt to be at the Second Look events
• Just need to organize last bit of class participation representing clubs

Leanne: Email from undergraduate student
• Request for medical students to present at a panel about the application process

Zach: Email from Lori
• Is it possible to send housing options from Medcats to the incoming students
• Angela- there isn’t much housing posts on Medcats. The Facebook group is generally the main venue for those topics.
• Kimmy- Second look should help some people find housing

Celina: Need to find and post information about how to use U of A logo